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OURMISSION

HARVESTING
THE OPPORTUNITIES
YOU HAVE DAY TO DAY

REDTHREADOFFATE
This ancient Chinese mythology tells of an old man named Yue Lao. Yue
Lao, the Taoist god of marriage, knots red string around the ankles of
young boys and girls to help them meet each other. It is said that Yue Lao
holds a book which documents the marriages of every person on Earth.
Lao’s red thread would eventually come to symbolize fate and affinity as
his story was passed down from generation to generation.

1 THOUGHTS
2 NEEDS,
HAVES, WANTS

USERROLES
3 GROUPS

We came up with two different user roles
based on our assumptions. The two roles are
Active Participants and Passive Participants.
We then brainstormed what we thought our
target users wanted and organized those
into Needs, Wants, and Have. We finally analyzed four groups that may have had different behaviors and needs with our service.

Wants companions

Wants to hook up

Wants to feel important

Wants a longterm relationship

USERGOALS

SUCCESSMATRIX

Create/updating personal profile.
Look at and browse profiles of people near you.
Find popular locations (Hotspots).
The appearance of the wearable should speak to users.
Send/received notifications.
Meeting in person.

Ease of way finding/ navigation.
Placement of key interactions: profile, map, navigation...
Comprehension to support next step.
Locating popular places / efficiency.
Friend finding function.

INTERVIEW
SCRIPT
WHAT WE WANTED TO LEARN

Interesting relationships between choices?
Do the vocalizations and card sorting match the screener
responses?
Are people going to be explicit in their selections?

SECTION I: MEETING NEW PEOPLE

1. How do you meet new people?
-1a. How do you generally start a conversation with a person
that you do not know?
-1b. How about a person you’re interested in romantically?
2. A little about your relationship (Skip if single)
-2a. How did you meet your current girlfriend/boyfriend? -2b.
Can you recall your first date?
3. What’s your methodology on finding a romantic interest?
4. How do you interact with your friends?
-4a. How active are you on social networks?
-4b. How much time do you spend online?
-4c. and what activity do you usually do online?
How active are you offline?
-4d. Where do you usually go to hangout with friends?
-4e. and what activity do you usually do hanging out with
friends “offline”?

5. When you find new people that you like, do you feel more
comfortable to be in a group or to be in a private conversation with just that person.
6. How do you go about finding someone’s interests?

SECTION II: ONLINE DATING

7. How comfortable do you feel about putting your personal
preferences out to the public?
8. Have you used any online dating service before?
If yes: Describe the experience.
If no: Why not?

SECTION III: WEARABLE

9. Can you tell me what you think a wearable is?
10. What do you think about wrist wear and its relation to
fashion?
11. What do you think when you hear this: “a new type of
technology worn on the wrist that informs you of different
types of information?”
12. How many items would you be willing to wear on your
wrist?
13. If you were looking for a romantic interest, would you be
willing to wear a wearable dedicated to finding that person?
14. Let’s say you already own a watch, or some form of wrist
jewelry. Would you still wear this dedicated wearable in addition to your watch/wrist jewelry?

Single?
*this is not what you think it is.

We created this QR code and linked it to our online
survey. We posted the fliers at Art Center, CalTech
and Pasadena City College to get a wider range of responses.

SURVEY
POSTINGS

SURVEY
RESULTS
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Survey: Red Cord
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umwilling to act on impulse
check my phone when wait

check my phone check my phone whe check my phon check my phon check my phone when wait

drive to places

drive to places

drive to places

very commited to rel very commited to rel very commited to very commited to relationship
want companionship

1. Are you a male or female?

very commited to relationship

want companionship want companionship

want companio want companionship

seek adventures

seek adventure seek adventures

need to maintain ego
seek adventures

check my phone when wait

drive to places

need to maintai need to maintai need to maintain ego
seek adventures

seek adventures

want to try new stuff want to try new stuff want to try new st want to try new stuff
know popular place know popular places

want to try new stuff

know popular pl know popular pl know popular places

extrovert
like to go out a lot

seek adventures

want to try new want to try new stuff
extrovert

like to go out a lot

accept blind dating

accept blind dating

accept one night stands

accept one night stands

wish to have regular sex
spontaneously

wish to have re wish to have regular sex
spontaneously

spontaneously

spontaneously

spontaneously

shy

Female 45%

shy

not to start relationship
go to places with group of friends

go to places with group of friends

meet people go out a lot

Male 55%

need ice breaker

need ice breaker

aim for marraige
want kids

want kids
not difficult to get out

not difficult to get out

provide security

provide security
passionate to meet new people
casual online dating
party animal
go out a lot

go out a lot

go out a lot

senstive to envir senstive to enviroment
get parents off back
need number
public transit

Statistics
Male

55.0%

22

Female

45.0%

18
Total

Total Responses

40

40

2. Circle 7-11 things that describe your personality.
100

75

55%
50

37.5%
32.5%

30%
25

20%

17.5%
7.5%

0

I like to meet
people
spontaneously

I need more
friend

I am shy

I am anti-social

I have a few, but
very close
friends

I need an icebreaker to talk to
new people

I am sensitive to
the environment
around me

All Others

Statistics
I like to meet people spontaneously

37.5%

15

I need more friend

17.5%

7

Total Responses

40

We ended up with forty responses from the survey. It
helped us to figure out which interests overlapped so
that we could investigate those needs more closely.

Jane

ACTIVITIES

Passive
Age: 27-31
Occupation: Consultant

-Hanging out with close friends.
-Keeping in touch with close friends via digital means.
-Hang out with people from work or school.

“I like to keep a
small but close
group of friends.”

taking initiative

passive

ABOUT FRIENDS AND RELATIONSHIPS
-People usually find Jane, not the other way around.
-Prefers meeting with romantic interests privately.
-Prefers getting to know people by looking at their social network
profiles.
-Introduced to new people through existing friends

go out

stay home

GOALS

social network
as social tools

social network
as news source

short term relationship

long term relationship

-Looking for life partners.
-Looking for a steady & long term relationship.
-Likes to keep a few but close friends.

private meeting

meet with
group of people

Jane works a full time desk job during the weekdays and drives
to work. Jane drives home after work and picks up groceries at a
store near where she lives. She cooks her own meal and spend the
rest of the night on Facebook.

PAIN POINTS
-Worried about being percieved as desparate
-Does not want to run into weird people online.
-Does not like fake profiles and information.
-Online dating does not feel authentic.

Kevin

ACTIVITIES

Semi-passive
Age: 23-26
Occupation: Student

-Hanging out with friends at restaurants, bars and venues.
-Lookign for possible romantic interests on social networks.
-Goes to friends parties if his schedule allows.
-Enjoys talking to new people as long as his friends are around.
-Looks for romantic interests though existing friends.

“I love going out
with my friends
after classes”

taking initiative

passive

go out

stay home

social network
as social tools

social network
as news source

short term relationship

long term relationship

private meeting

meet with
group of people

Kevin is a full time college student pending graduation. Kevin
uses Facebook, Twitter and other social services to keep in
touch with his college friends. He goes out rather often. In
fact, his friends just invited him to the bar tonight after class.
Kevin usually accepts the invitation, hoping his friends would
bring new people for him to meet.

ABOUT FRIENDS AND RELATIONSHIPS
-Finding new romantic interests though friends.
-Accepts causal relationships.
-Does not feel comfortable with people knowing his relationship
status.

GOALS
-Looking for someone that can eventually turn into a long term
relationship.
-Spending more time with friends.

PAIN POINTS
-Thinks online dating is unnecessary.
-Wishes to have human interaction.

Hank

ACTIVITIES

Aggressive
Age: 21-26
Occupation: Student

-Hanging out at night clubs, bars, parties.
-Organizes parties.
-Finds interesting people through social networks and talks to them if
interests align with his.
-Will find time to go to events.

“It’s exciting to meet
new people and I
love doing it.”
taking initiative

passive

go out

stay home

social network
as social tools

social network
as news source

short term relationship

long term relationship

private meeting

meet with
group of people

Hank is very social. Hank starts the day by checking up on
his friends on all of the social networks: Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram. Hank also retweets, shares, and creates
new content about himself. Hank likes to go to the popular
spots around campus to study, eat or just hangout. Talking to
strangers is no issue for Hank. Night life is important to Hank
and he is always looking for something to do.

ABOUT FRIENDS AND RELATIONSHIPS
-Actively looking for new friends.
-Loves to be surrounded by people.
-Open to different types of relationship.

GOAL
-Meeting as many as new people as possible.
-Knowing where the most popular places are.
-Staying on top of it all.

PAIN POINTS
-Hard for him to find the most popular places around town.
-Keeping in touch with new acquaintances.

BUSINESSGOALS

SUCCESSMATRIX

ADVERTISING

INCREASED MEMBERSHIP

• Promoting local businesses.

• Improving the quality of our data.
• Attracting users.

ICEBREAKER COMIC SALES

INCREASED CLICK RATE
(Committing/Checking into Businesses)

• Selling special icebreakers.
DATA COLLECTION
• Knowing where people hangout.

• Quantifiable data for partners to determine the
effectiveness of our advertising model.
• Promotes local businesses.
INCREASED TRAFFIC
(Increased User Activity)
• How often services are being used by our userbase.
• Is data is up-to-date?

PROS

The wink feature.
Every action leads to subscribe.

CONS

Confusing Interface.
Too many questions to build up profile.

STEPS

1 Answering questions and filling in the blanks to
build up intial profile.
2 Paygates if you are serious.

PROS

Easy to sign up and log in.
Swipe left or right to make decisions (simple)
Clean interface.
Interests carry over from Facebook.
Able to chat with people that like you.

CONS

Less input options, hard to find the right person.
Needs stronger ways to introduce yourself for the first
time.
Online and highly superficial.

PROS

Profile questions are easy to answer.
You have to finish all questions in order to be matched.
Intuitive interface.
Takes about 20 minutes to complete.
Gamified process.

CONS

Subscription model.
‘Spams’ you with new matches daily.
You need to be commited to using eHarmony. It is not
a casual dating site.

PROS

Quick and easy sign up/login process.
Not focused on answering questions to gain access to
service.
Gamification.

CONS

Marketed as a “friendship” website but quite clear that
its a kind of e-romance platform.
Gamification is similar to Tinder.

Jane is waiting for the subway after work. Her phone rings and a Red Cord message appears indicating someone
around her has sent an invitation. Jane opens up the Red Cord application and starts to look though the invitor’s
profile. “Seems interesting enough!” Jane puts the phone away finds the invitor in the crowd.

Kevin steps into a crowded bar. Out of curiosity, Kevin pulls out his phone and to see if there is anyone around using
Red Cord. It turns out there are many Red Cord users. Kevin swipes through their profiles and sends an invitation
to the person that he wants to meet.

The smartwatch takes over and tells Kevin that his invitation has been accepted.

Hank is using the Red Cord application to look for a place to hangout tonight. He picks a venue with the
highest popularity rating and leaves his apartment. Once he arrives at the venue, Hank checks in via his
phone, and starts to look for people who share his interest via his smart watch. Red Cord finds him a match.

As the night comes to a close, Hank says goodbye to his new friend, and continues the
conversation on his phone with the chat function.

SMARTPHONE
CUSTOMER ACTION

Build
Profile

Look at
Wearable

Use Map

Line of Interaction
FRONT-END
INTERACTION

SMARTWATCH
Icebreaker

Directions

Go To
Location
1 Sign Up
2 Questionaire
3 Complete Profile
4 Settings

1 Find Hotspot
2 View sponsor
ads & statistics
3 Search

Database

Google Maps API
Apple Maps API
(when available)

BACKEND ACTIVITY

1 Search for
matching profiles
2 Invitations:
3 Accept/Ignore
4 Privacy

Cloud computing
& storage

Choose
& Send
Icebreaker

Cloud computing
& storage

Follow graphic
on watch face

Bluetooth LE

SERVICEBLUEPRINT
The smartphone is the point of entry into Red Cord.
The smartwatch is designed to enhance the overall user experience.

SMARTPHONE

SMARTWATCH

TASKMATRIX
We came up with a task matrix based on
user roles and personas. This helped us
to analyze our users potential behavior. It
also serves to organize and ensure we are
properly targetting our user base.

PHONECOREPATHWAYS
We determined the core functions of the phone facing side of the application is
the hotspot map function and people pairing feature.

PHONEMAP

WATCHCOREPATHWAYS
We determined that the most important part about Red Cord on the smartwatch was the display of
user interest overlaps. We designed our user testing mid-fidelities to test our information layout.

INVITOR
9:41AM

BROWSE NEARBY PEOPLE &
STATVERTISEMENTS

9:41AM

SHARES 2 INTERESTS

9:41AM

9:41AM

Hillary R.

Jane G.

Star Wars

Star Wars

PASS/ICEBREAK

WATCHFLOW

Kevin A.

Hillary R.

SHARES 2 INTERESTS

Pass!

Conveinence is the big idea about wearables. Thus, the design of
Red Cord on the watch needed to be simple without being simple.
Could we justify the addition of a wearable conponent to Red Cord?

Icebreak!

SHARES 2 INTERESTS

SHARES 2 INTERESTS

Star Wars

Star Wars

9:41AM

ICEBREAKER
SELECTION

SELECT ICEBREAKER
BACK

CREATE

SEND

9:41AM

PENDING INVITATION
INVITATION SENT

9:41AM

Jane G.

9:41AM

HANK E.’S
ICEBREAKER

SHARES 2 INTERESTS

Star Wars

1

JANE G.

23
MEETUP

YOU

10FT

25FT

JANE G.
ACCEPTED YOUR INVITATION

BACK

INVITEE

NOTIFICATION

NO
THANKS

Hank E.

SHARES 2 INTERESTS

MEETUP

VIEW SENT ICEBREAKER

MEETUP
OR NOT?

YES

9:41AM
INVITATION FROM

NO

Hank E.

SHARES 2 INTERESTS
No Thanks!

Star Wars

INVITATION PENDING

Hank E.

SHARES 2 INTERESTS

Star Wars

View

INVITATION CANCELLED

Star Wars

INVITATION ACCEPTED

DIRECTIONS

EVALUATIONEXCERPTS
Compiled here are some of our notes from user testing.

Critical
Errors

User
Observations

Unexpected
Insights

1. Profile pictures are too small
2. Confusion of “See More“
3. User want to say no to Notifications
4. Hotness rating Icon is not clear
5. UI consistency
6. Taxonomy
7. Use “check in” instead of “commit
to go “
8. Map navigation is unclear
9. Font maybe hard to read (watch)

• User did not know whether to
scroll or tap.
• User did not know where to tap
• User goes back and forth between
the same pages.
• Confused about the interface.
• Since the phone were split into two
parts, user did not understand we
were testing two functions of the
same application.
• User got confused with walkthru
scenarios.

• Instead of static pictures, there are
opportunities to make interactive,
animated and multimedia icebreakers.
• People did not like the explicitness
of the dating connotation.
• People feel more comfortable of
wearing devices together with
groups.
• People like data visualization.

User is unable to do what
they need to do

Interesting notes on user
interaction

Interesting user feedback

USERTESTING
We tested our core features, Matchfind and Hotspots on the phone. We tested the ease of use of the watch interface.

REVISION
Changes made based on user testing feedback

FEEDBACK

ACTION

OUTCOME

(Phone) Profile pictures too small

Layout change

Clear image hierarchy

(Phone) Confused by “See More”

Word change

Word changed for clarity

(Phone) User wanted to
reject notifications

Interface addition

Give users the option to
ignore invitations

(Both) Icon issues

Iconography change

Icon usage more consistent

(Phone) Color consistency

Color changed

Color now has meaning

(Phone) The word “commit”
is strange

Word change

Changed to “check in” for clarity

(Phone) Map navigation unclear

Labeling added

Design intention made clearer

(Watch) Font size

Font size increased

Better typographic hierarchy make
for a quicker read

WATCHCONCEPTS
The design of the watch changed multiple times, 4 times
so far. Each iteration meant going back to the drawing
board. Achieving an interface that is useful but not overwhelming is a lot of fun.

WATCHITERATION
User interest overlaps were the most important part about Red Cord
on the smartwatch. The watch underwent 5 full redesigns.
9:41AM

9:41AM

SHARES 3 INTERESTS

Ocean Liners
French Food
Star Wars

INTEREST OVERLAP

Ocean Liners

3 People Near You

This was our landing page, our core. Overlapping
interests are displayed first.

It turns out users wanted to see an image in addition to the
interest, so the next version of the design incorporated that.

SEAN W.

Wants to Meet

The user received used to receive pending invitation in an iOS like fashion.

This was changed to take up the full screen. It
turns out that the watch interface was attempting
to do too much.

SEAN W.

Wants to Meet

The method for displaying Icebreaker comics underwent several
iterations to emphasize the comic aspect of Icebreakers.

9:41AM

OCEAN LINERS

Totally geeked
Linda out
L. by the
powertrain
SENDING
IN 5 SECONDS
Cancel

Originally, the watch face displayed a countdown
giving users the ability to cancel an invitation before it was sent.

9:41AM

Preparing to send invitation to

JENNY H.

Instead of displaying a countdown, the final design
instead visualizes the countdown by using a blue
bar at the edge of the screen.

9:41AM

1 SHARED INTEREST

SUNFLOWERS

The original design allowed users to swipe left (ignore) or right (icebreak).

This was changed to onscreen buttons. We needed
the left/right gesture for navigation. Simplicity and
clarity on such a small screen is paramount.

ICEBREAKER

The watch originally included functionality that
allowed users to create Icebreaker comics directly
on the watch.

The final design ditched the Icebreaker creation
feature. It is replaced with a Google Now voice to
text option allowing users to send a short
message if they choose to.
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ICEBREAKERS

ICEBREAKERBACKING

I wanted the backing of the icebreakers to be iconic as well as functional. The
circle arrow guides the eye to the next icon in the series creating a clear sense
of connection.

POSTERITERATION

The idea to do posters came about because the project needed branding. I also enjoyed
maing posters for my projects if time permitted as it made the project feel larger than life.

CONT’D
SEANWANG ANGELADONG QIYUANLI‘OSCAR’

I noticed an iconic and interesting visual interaction between the C and O and decided to
take advantage of it in the center poster. We ended up making that our logo.

HARVEST THE OPPORTUNITIES YOU HAVE DAY TO DAY

SEANWANG ANGELADONG QIYUANLI‘OSCAR’

HARVEST THE OPPORTUNITIES YOU HAVE DAY TO DAY

LOGO
COMMENTARY

I wanted to convey the feeling of connection and friendship, perhaps even intimacy. The blue represents our
Icebreaker feature, and the red O around it, the smartwatch. The O also symbolizes the Red Cord. The relation between the dark red and bright red alludes to the
Red Thread of Fate.

SEANWANG
ANGELADONG
QIYUANLI‘OSCAR’
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LOGOTYPE
COMMENTARY

I wanted to explore a retro future theme in this
poster. The three green orbs represent the
icebreaker comic (users can send up to 3 icebreakers). Acceptance is represented by the
color green in our application, and I wanted to
capture that positive connotation here.

HARVESTING
THE OPPORTUNITIES
YOU HAVE DAY TO DAY
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Gender?

How old are you?

You are all set!

sign up with
facebook
Now let’s create your profile

Male

there are only 6 easy steps
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How old are you?

Female
Other
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your email
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sign up
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biggest interest?
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take a
picture now
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upload
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take a
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Finish

filter

search

list

filter
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search

Drench Café

AL’s

5

The Room

5

Tommy’s
Bistro

2

Breech

4

También

4

Drench
Café

3

3

1401 W Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91104

Recommended Review
Tim B.
12/6/13

search

Featured

Drench cafe

1.7 mi

Mountain cafe

1.9 mi

Joey’s

2.1 mi

Mother pastery
The Room

Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac
turpis egestas. Vestibulum tortor quam,

cafe

5

Angel Bakery

3 mi
6.2 mi

Sarah C.
11/17/13

Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac
turpis egestas. Vestibulum tortor quam,

Mike J.
7/23/13

Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac
turpis egestas. Vestibulum tortor quam,

Mike A.
2/11/13

Drench Café

3

Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique
senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac
turpis egestas. Vestibulum tortor quam,
add a review

Café Turnpike

4

more reviews

check in

you share 1 interest
with Sarah

you share 1 interest
with Sarah

Sun Flower

Sun Flower
Sarah Carter

Ah Sun-flower! weary of time,
Who countest the steps of the Sun:
Seeking after that sweet golden clime
Where the travellers journey is done.
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MICROSITE
ITERATION
Since the branding exploration was a success, I decided
to make the landing page a modification of the poster.
The original plan was to shoot a special scene with our
video actors and embed it with HTML 5 video and make
that our landing page. Instead we moved the video into
section 2. Each section showcases a different HTML/
CSS/JS effect. The section below the landing is HTML
5 video, the map includes subtle parallax scrolling, the
icebreakers are showcased in a slider, and the logo is
animated with CSS.
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PROJECTNOTES
This is a short, interview style video. All shots will take place in an apartment room/house. You will have a
short script. (around 100 words) Please provide your own wardrobe and/or makeup. We will send out a style
reference. We will also provide conpensation of $30 and the final cut of the footage for you. The video will
also be hosted online and will be used in our portfolios.

PROJECTSYNOPSIS
We are creating a short promotional video for a smartphone application called Red Cord. Red Cord is a new
dating experience that we are designing for the Andriod smartphone and Wear platforms.
A couple, Frank and Jenny, are telling the audience the story of how they met. Both Frank and Jenny will be
telling their stories to show the audience how they met on Red Cord.

CASTINGCALL
We wanted our application to be approachable. Moreover, we wanted viewers to be able to relate to our actors. Depicted below are our finalists.

FRANK
Starring Taylor Goss

JENNY
Starring Ari White

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY
We INTERCUT between FRANK, late 20s and
JENNY, also late 20s. They appear to have
been recorded separately.
FRANK
It was the summer of 2014. I was
packed and ready to leave the city for
good.

JENNY
I think it was a Sunday. Really
nice weather, breezy.

FRANK
So I was looking at my empty
apartment and I thought, maybe just one
last drink.

JENNY
I was walking down the street, and
I stopped to look at these beautiful sun
flowers outside of Ms. Ken’s flower shop.

FRANK
Just when I was about to take my
last sip, I saw the most beautiful woman I’d
ever seen in my life.

INT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY
FRANK uses his smartwatch to try to find people around
him.
He sees JENNY’s picture on the watch. FRANK opens up
JENNY’s profile, noticing that they share sun flower as a
common interest.
Frank quickly flips though JENNY’s profile and decides to
send her a message. FRANK swipes though his existing
icebreaker and picks the sun flower.
Using voice dictation FRANK adds the message “hi” into
his message. Then FRANK hits send.

FRANK (V.O.)
So I looked down at my watch, and
you know, there she was. And I noticed ‘sunflowers’ in
our common interests.

EXT. FLOWER SHOP - DAY
JENNY is standing in front of the flower shop.
Her phone rings. JENNY pulls out her phone and sees
that she is getting a notification from Red Cord.
JENNY opens up the app and sees FRANK’s message. There
is a sun flower with a message “hi.” JENNY quickly
swipes though FRANK’s profile, noticing that she and
FRANK shares sun flower as a common interest. After a
brief moment of hesitation, JENNY clicks “yes.”

JENNY (V.O)
Just out of the blue, I got this message.

JENNY (CONT’D)
So I looked around, and there he
was, sitting behind a big glass window
and waving at me like a little boy.

FRANK
So you know, I got out of the
coffee shop.

JENNY
And he walked across the street.

FRANK
I walked up to her.

JENNY
Then he just said, “hi.”

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY
Camera reveals that FRANK and JENNY have been
sitting next to each other the whole time.

THESET
We completed our shoot in half a day. Our actors were on set for about an hour and a half. Sean stood in for
Taylor using the watch, and Angela stood in for Ari using the phone.

Our actors were on set for about 1 hour and 30 minutes. We
had lemon water and addicting snacks prepared. And the
cate never bothered us.

